Corporate, Artist & Brand Partnerships Deck
"Thank you so much. I was trying to gather information such as yours, but this is the most comprehensive I have ever read."

- LGBTQ+ asylum seeker from the Caribbean

AsylumConnect is a 501(c)(3) nonprofit organization providing the world's first tech resource platform designed to help LGBTQ+ people fleeing persecution safely navigate their new life in the U.S., Canada or Mexico.

Since launching in 2016, the AsylumConnect platform has matched thousands of queer and trans people in need to the independently verified LGBTQ+ affirming and immigrant friendly legal, medical, mental health and social services that can help.

With AsylumConnect at scale, every persecuted LGBTQ+ person will have free, on-demand access to where it is safe to go for help near them regardless of their sexual orientation, gender identity, race, immigration status, or income level.

AsylumConnect's work has been recognized by Forbes 30 Under 30, the Clinton Foundation, the Roddenberry Foundation, Fast Company's World Changing Ideas Awards and others.
Featured Company / Brand / Artist Collaborations

2019 - 2021
01 Foursquare

- 2019 Foursquare For Good Challenge Winner

02 Kush Queen

- 2020 Pride Community Partner

03 Additional

- Award-winning band Son Lux
- Gender inclusive beauty brand Opulent Finds Beauty
The work that AsylumConnect is doing for the LGBTQ+ community is more important now in 2019 than ever before. I am beyond proud to support them in their mission of providing access to care and resourced for LGBTQ+ asylum seekers, and that our technology is going to play even a small role in helping them improve the lives of their community of users.

Dennis Crowley
Co-Founder & Executive Chairman, Foursquare
Unanimous winner
AsylumConnect was unanimously selected by an expert judging panel as the winner of the 2019 Foursquare For Good Challenge from 40+ proposals.

Company donation
As part of the prize, Foursquare made a $10k company donation to help advance AsylumConnect.

Free engineering support
In addition to a donation, this award also includes the opportunity to work with Foursquare’s engineering team pro bono during 2020 & 2021 to integrate their sophisticated location technology into AsylumConnect’s free mobile app designed to facilitate the safe navigation of those fleeing persecution due to LGBTQ+ status.
Kush Queen kicked off Pride Month by donating $25,000 to AsylumConnect, a non-profit that actively provides support and refuge for the LGBTQ+ community.
During 2020, Kush Queen, the female-founded topical and wellness brand famous for exploding the cannabis bath bomb trend, contributed $10k in financial support to AsylumConnect to help persecuted LGBTQ+ people find safety.

In addition to financial support, Kush Queen contributed $15k in in-kind support including press, blog and social media promotion. Kush Queen's 2020 Pride collaboration with AsylumConnect was featured in Forbes.com, Refinery29, Yahoo Life, and more.
Son Lux

In response to the COVID-19 pandemic, the award-winning band donated $1.5k+ in proceeds from *Reincarnates*, a collection of new arrangements and previously unreleased materials available exclusively on Bandcamp, between AsylumConnect and The New Music Solidarity Fund.

Opulent Finds Beauty

The gender inclusive beauty brand has pledged 10% of the proceeds of each Madame Majesty palette sold to AsylumConnect.

Are you next?

We’re looking for new brands and artists to partner with during 2021!

**What you can expect:**
- Logo inclusion on our website
- Social media, blog & e-newsletter promotion
- Virtual employee engagement opportunities available
Get in touch

WEBSITE
https://asylumconnect.org/become-a-corporate-partner

EMAIL
corporate.partnerships@asylumconnect.org

SOCIAL MEDIA
Facebook: @asylumconnect
Twitter: @AsylumConnect
Instagram: @asylumconnect